DUAL PURPOSE
Tall bespoke cupboards
– one for the couple’s
finest crockery and
glassware and the
other creating a desk
space – are colourmatched to coordinate
with the kitchen

Fashionably

FLEXIBLE
A sleek space with hidden layers, Ben and
Kate’s kitchen diner has family life covered
PHOTOS Darren Chung
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Essential kitchens

‘We knew we wanted the kitchen to open
out to the garden, with lots of light
coming from the large roof lights above’

LOOK BACK
The antique mirror
and brass shelving
behind the sink
creates a luxurious
and personal style
statement, as well
as the illusion of
more space

H

oping to create a familyfriendly haven in the heart of
the city, Ben and Kate took on
an 18-month refurbishment of
their Victorian townhouse in
west London – re-building the
property right up to its original
façade. As well as creating their perfect layout, the build
saw them dig down to form a new basement complete
with wine cellar, alongside a lower-ground level extension
with a kitchen-diner opening onto a large patio.
With the kitchen at the heart of the project, several key
elements anchored the design right from the beginning,
‘We knew we wanted the kitchen to open out to the garden
with lots of light coming from two large glazed panel roof
lights above,’ Ben recalls. ‘We also wanted a very large
functional island which would be wide as well as long
because we do a lot of entertaining.’
After visiting several showrooms, the couple found
the team at Roundhouse understood their vision, whilst
also bringing innovative ideas to the table. ‘We loved the
mirrored splashback and hanging shelves above the sink
from the beginning,’ says Ben. ‘And one of my favourite
parts of the design now, is how the fridge, oven, hob,
larder and storage all work together. We’re foodies so it
was important for the kitchen to be really functional.’
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Incorporating a family-sized kitchen, large island
and casual seating area with plenty of space to move
around required some pretty precise planning. ‘London
townhouses aren’t the widest of properties so we had
to be really creative in terms of the dimensions,’ says
Ben. ‘We didn’t want to compromise on the gap between
the sink run and the island, so a bespoke banquette
and narrower-than-average kitchen table means people
can easily circulate both sides of the island, creating
two thoroughfares – ideal for when someone’s cooking
at the hob.’
Natural materials in the form of a quartzite counter on
the island, of which the couple were able to personally
choose the slabs themselves, and brass details in the hot
tap, handles and edging under the counter all bring a
luxurious vibe to the sleek design, with interior designer
Jennifer Mosse helping to source the perfect furnishings.
Sliding storage under the banquette and bespoke tall
cupboards either side of the seating area continue the
clever clutter-free theme. ‘One of the cupboards opens up
to create a laptop cubby with cook books above,’ says Ben.
As further evidence of the flexible, family-friendly space
they’ve created, the use of this cubby has shifted of late.
‘Since our baby arrived, it’s become a nappy-changing
station instead. We tend to sit at the island with the laptop
looking out to the garden these days!’ EKBB
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KITCHEN
PROFILE
Bespoke handleless
contemporary
cabinetry from the
URBO range is finished
in matt lacquer in
Farrow & Ball’s Perfect
Stone and Hague Blue.
The only handles are
the brass ones on the
fridge freezer, tying in
with the hot tap and
edging under
the counter.
ROUNDHOUSE

11 WIGMORE ST, MARYLEBONE,
LONDON W1U 1PE.
TEL 020 7297 6220.
Prices for this kitchen start
from around £75,000

SECRET STYLE
On the surface, Ben
and Kate’s island is a
sleek space for guests
to gather around, but
underneath it’s filled
with functional
storage, as well as a
downdraft extractor

Q&A

ALLISON LYNCH
DESIGN CONSULTANT AT ROUNDHOUSE
How did the space dictate the layout here?
The glass wall with doors to the garden meant
the kitchen needed to run along the left side.
Because the opposite wall is quite a distance
from the sink run, it made sense for that to be
the seating area with the island working really
well in between. We find people tend to want an
island because it’s so sociable and creates a
storage space. On the main run, our Fulham
Pantry cupboard is neatly fitted around a pillar,
providing food storage, shelving and a hideaway
worktop, then the sink has the dishwasher and
bins nearby, with the oven and fridge freezer to
the right, nice and close to the hob on the island.
Can you tell us about the cabinetry? Sleek
handleless cabinets from our Urbo range are
painted in soft tones which work really well with
the detail in the warm herringbone flooring,
here the planks are slightly bigger than usual
bringing a modern edge to a luxurious look. The
only handles in the kitchen are the brass on the
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fridge freezer which links really well to the rest
of the room, and the black Miele appliances
continue the neutral feel.
And the materials you used? The worktop is a
Macabus quartzite which looks like marble. Still
a natural stone, it creates a beautiful effect - it’s
just a little more hard-wearing. Between the
worktop and the cabinets is a handle rail in
brass linking with the hot tap and handles.
These materials will age and change over time
and we always check people are aware of this –
it was something Kate and Ben wanted.
What’s your favourite part of the design?
The choices of material – I love how the brass
shelf and stone worktop elevate the kitchen to
something very special and this was important
given the open-plan nature of the space. Also,
the upholstered banquette creates a suprising
amount of seating and makes for an inviting,
sociable kitchen which looks good too.

EASY DINER
Banquette seating,
along with a narrow
dining table,
creates space for a
thoroughfare around
the kitchen island,
without forfeiting
comfort and
practicality
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IN PROPORTION
It was crucial to have
enough space between
the sink run, island and
seating area to ensure
each element could
be used without
compromising another

‘We had to be really creative
with the dimensions so we could easily
circulate both sides of the island –
important when someone’s cooking’
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GARDEN ROOM
Wide glazed panels bring a sense of space from
above, with the downdraft extractor in the island
keeping the view through the room clear

‘The materials we used will age and change
over time – this is something that Ben and
Kate both wanted in the design’
STOCKISTS
APPLIANCES KM 6879 Induction hob with onset
controls, £3,149; H 6860 BP oven, £3,849; DGC 6805 XL
steam combination oven, £4,599; ESW 6229X handleless
gourmet warming drawer, £1,325; G 6895 SCVi XXL K2O
fully integrated dishwasher, £2,225, all Miele. ECBN 6156
PremiumPlus BioFresh NoFrost fridge freezer, £4,799,
Liebherr. 3FRSTL PRO3 Fusion Round brushed chrome tap in
raw brass, £1,150; Scale control, £245; cartridge, £90 for 24
months, all Quooker. Lisser Flush 1175 extractor and SEM7
external motor, £POA, Westin.
FIXTURES AND FURNISHINGS Macabus
quartzite worktop, £POA; URBO cabinetry, £POA; Brass
shelf, £POA, all Roundhouse Designs. Single bowl ceramic
undermount sink 60SU, from £511, Villeroy & Boch. Model
61 stools in Klassik black leather and walnut, £726 each, Erik
Buch. Bespoke tall cupboards, banquette, kitchen table;
all £POA, Poisedale. Flos string light 22mt cone head LED
pendants in soft touch black, £505 each, Light Source.
Zio dining chairs by Marcel Wanders, from £1,007 each,
Moooi. 73.8 light fitting, from £4,560, Bocci at Future Light
Design. Oak parquet flooring, £138 per sq. m, Ultra Interior.
Vintage rosewood dining table, £6,200; chairs, £1,400
each, Paere Dansk. For stockists see page 156
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